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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider uniparametric families of maps 
f :R×R-~R 
or 
f :R  2 ×R--+R 2, 
where # E R will represent a parameter and x E R or R 2 will be the variable in the state space 
under consideration. 
In most cases, the map f whose dynamics we are studying could be modeling an experimental 
phenomenon. But f could only be an approximation of the real model g. Therefore, we are 
interested in knowing if functions, which are "near" f ,  in some sense, present similar dynamics. 
Then, we are interested in the change on the dynamics of the maps of the family when the 
parameter is varied. 
Roughly speaking, when there is a qualitative change at #0 E R, one says that #o is a bifur- 
cation value or that a bifurcation occurs at #o- More rigorously, we can state the following two 
definitions. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Two maps f and g in Diff(R m) are topologically equivalent or conjugate f f there 
is a homeomorphism h : R m -~ R m with h o f = g o h. 
And as a consequence, we can state the following. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. The appearance of a topologically nonequivalent system under variation of the 
parameter is called a bifurcation. 
We will call phase portrait of the family to a partition of the state space into orbits. It  is 
desirable to obtain a graphic which reflects this change of the topological type of the systems. 
This picture is called the bifurcation diagram. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A bifurcation diagram of the family is a stratification of its parameter space 
induced by the topological equivalence, together with representative phase portraits for each 
system. 
In [1], it is shown that under some nonzero conditions on the partial derivatives of f and f2 
until the order three, the standard bifurcations (saddle node, transcritical, pitchfork, flip, and 
Hopf) appear. 
In [2], we can see that similar results are obtained if those nonzero conditions are fulfilled by 
partial derivatives of order greater than three. 
As an extension of the previous results, in this paper we are devoted to analyze what happens 
when some of the conditions given in [2] fail. 
A fixed point p E R m of f E Diff(R m) is hyperbolic if the linearization Dr(p) has no eigenvalues 
of unit modulus. From the theorem of Hartman-Grobman, it follows (see [3,4]) that to study local 
bifurcations of fixed points in parametric families f~ (x), it suffices to consider those parameters #0 
for which the corresponding map has a nonhyperbolic fixed point P0. The simplest ways in which 
a fixed point of a map can be nonhyperbolic are the following. 
1. There is an eigenvalue qual to 1 and the remaining m - 1 eigenvalues have modulus not 
equal to 1. 
2. There is an eigenvalue qual to -1  and the remaining m - 1 eigenvalues have modulus not 
equal to 1. 
3. There are two complex conjugate igenvalues having modulus 1 (which are not one of the 
first four roots of the unity) and the remaining m - 2 eigenvalues have modulus not equal 
to 1. 
However, not always the nonhyperbolicity implies the appearance of bifurcations, and we are 
going to see how important he derivatives of the map are to maintain or not the structural 
stability. 
As in [2], we will only consider the simplest ways in which a fixed point of a map can be a 
nonhyperbolic and without loss of generality, we will assume that #0 -- 0 and P0 -- 0. 
In a uniparametric family of the form 
f : R x ]R--+ R, 
there are two possibilities for a point P0 to be nonhyperbolic. They correspond to the eigenvalue 1 
or -1 .  These two possibilities will be treated in Section 2 and 3, respectively. 
On the other hand, in a uniparametric family of the form 
f : IR 2 × R--* R 2, 
we will analyze the case of the appearance of a pair of eigenvalues of modulus 1. 
In [2], we call nondegenerated conditions to those statements which are sufficient to the ap- 
pearance of a local bifurcation in a family with a nonhyperbolic fixed point. These conditions 
were given with respect o the derivatives of the map. From now on, when some of these condi- 
tions fails, we will say that the condition is degenerated and the corresponding situation will be 
denominated degenerated followed by the name of the generic bifurcation. Thus, the purpose of 
this paper is to show what happens when any of conditions is degenerated. 
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The main interest of it is that this analysis completes, to a certain extent, the study of the 
conditions associated with the derivatives of the map and provides a method to conclude if a 
map presents a bifurcation and what kind it is. 
It is clear, that all the results we describe for bifurcations of fixed points can be applied to 
periodic points by considering the relevant iterate of the map. By using centre manifold theory 
(see [5-7]), they can also be seen to describe the bifurcations of maps of R m, or more generally 
of a Banach space. 
The analogous cases of bifurcation in continuous dynamical systems can be generalized, in the 
same way, following a similar sketch of our proofs. 
2. AN E IGENVALUE EQUAL TO 1 
In this section, we analyze some different phenomena which can occur when a nonhyperbolic 
fixed point with an eigenvalue equal to 1 exits. Sometimes a new kind of bifurcation (duplication 
of the standard one) will occur, although the common characteristic will continue being the 
change in the number of fixed points when we cross the bifurcation value. But, sometimes, in 
spite of the existence of a nonhyperbolic point, the family will be structurally stable. 
2.1. Degenerated  Fold B i fu rcat ion  
In [2], the sufficient conditions to the standard fold bifurcation appears, are generalized, and 
renamed nondegenerated conditions. In particular, the following theorem is obtained. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that a one-parameter family f : R x R ---* R of C 2n maps has at #o = 0 
the fixed point Xo = O, and let fx(0,0) = 1. 
Assume that the following nondegenerated conditions are satisfied: 
(F1) fzx(O,O) = fxzz(O,O) . . . . .  fz2.-,  (0, 0) = 0, fx2~(0,0) # 0, and 
(F2) f~(0,0) # 0. 
Then the family undergoes a fold bifurcation. 
Then, it is natural to ask us what happens if any of the above conditions in the theorem 
changes. In the following theorem, we are considering changes in Condition (F1). 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that a one-parameter family f : R x R ---* R of C 2n+1 maps has at #o = 0 
the fixed point xo = O, and let f~(0,0) = 1. 
Assume that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(DF1) fzz(O,O) = fxz~(0,0) . . . . .  fz2.(O,O) = O, fz2,,+x (0, 0) # 0, and 
(F2) f~,(0,0) # 0. 
Then the family does not undergo a fold bifurcation. Moreover, all the maps corresponding to 
small values o f# present a fixed point with the same type of stability than the stability of x = 0 
for the map f (x ,  0). 
REMARK 2.1. This theorem means that in spite of having a nonhyperbolic fixed point, the family 
is locally structurally stable. 
PROOF. The proof of this theorem is quite similar to that made for the nondegenerated case. 
Let us consider the function 
g(x, #) = f (x ,  I.t) -- x. 
Thanks to the properties of f ,  we have 
(a) g(O,O) = 0, 
(b) g~(0,0) = 0, 
(c) g~(0,0)  . . . . .  gz2~(0,0) = 0, gx2,,+, (0, 0) # 0, and 
(d) gz(0,0) # 0. 
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Because of (a) and (d), the Implicit Function Theorem give us a unique C 2n+1 curve #(x) for x 
near zero with: 
p(0) = 0, 
g(x, p(x)) = 0. 
Differentiating that  equation and evaluating each equation in x = 0 successively, we will find 
~xx (O) = d2# (O) = .. d2"~-lp d2,~+lp 
-j-~2, • = d--~-r~--(o) = o, d -~ (0) # O. 
So p(x)  has neither a max imum at x -- 0 nor a minimum. It means that  the curve crosses the 
line # -- 0 in the x, p-plane, and therefore, the existence and uniqueness of the fixed points are 
proved. 
For the stabil ity of the fixed points, we are going to see first that  (x, #) = (0, 0). Fix p = 0 
and consider the Taylor expansion serie of f (x,  0) at x = 0: 
f(x,O) = f(O,O) + fx(O,O)x + ' "  + 1 1),A~,~+~(o,o)~+ ~ + o (~+~) .  
(2n + . 
Taking into account the properties of f ,  we can obtain 
f (x ,  0) = x + 1 1)!fz2,,+, (0, O)x 2n+1 + 0 (x2n+2). 
(2n + 
Thus, now we can easily check that  if fx2.+~ (0, 0) > 0, then x = 0 is an unstable fixed point, and 
if fx2,,+l (0, 0) < 0, then x = 0 is a stable fixed point. 
On the other hand, we consider the equation which define the other fixed points: 
f (x ,p(x))  = x. 
Now, differentiating it, we obtain 
or in other words, 
A+/ ,~ =i ,  
In each case, one can deduce the sign of f~ dd-~x in terms of the signs of fx2,,+l (0, 0) and f~ and 
it let us see that  when fx2,~+l (0, 0) < 0, the fixed points are stable, and when fx2.+l (0, 0) > 0, 
the fixed points are unstable, like (x, #) = (0, 0). | 
Now we are considering changes in Condition (F2). 
When this condition fails the situation is more involved. In particular, if the family is of the 
form 
f (x ,p ) :x4"p2ra+l4 -x  2n, m>_O, n>l ,  m, neZ,  
it still undergoes a fold bifurcation when the parameter  value # = 0 is crossed. But, if it has an 
expression such as 
f (x ,  p) : X "~ p2rn+2 .~_ x2n, m > O, n > 1, m, n E Z, 
then one of the situations which occurred on one side of p -- 0 for the fold bifurcation, occurs 
now on both sides. In this case, we have the four bifurcation diagrams shown in Figure 1. 
X 
f (x ,  ~)  = X -[- #2m-k2 ..[_ 292n 
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X 
# # 
/ \ 
/ \ 
J 
f (x ,  ~)  ~--- • "~ ].L 2m'b2 -- X 2n 
X X 
\ l  / 1 
\ / 
# # 
f(x, ~) = x - ~2.~+2 + x2,~ 
Figure 1. 
We have supposed that n > m+l .  In the other cases, the qualitative behavior as the parameter 
varies is similar. 
However, the situation can change if we introduce terms of lower order including the parametric 
variable in the previous expressions. This is the case of the family 
f (x,  #) = x + #x + #3 + x2 
which does not undergo a fold bifurcation; on the contrary, two fixed points appear on both sides 
o f# = 0. 
REMARK 2.2. More generally, suppose that .a family g : R x R -* R is induced by a family f 
which undergoes a fold bifurcation, i.e., g(x, ~,) = f (x,  ~(v)), where ~ : R --~ R is a continuous 
function such that ~0(0) = 0. Then, because of the correspondence b tween maps of the family g 
with maps of the family f for small values of the parameter, one can deduce, if ~0(v) ¢ 0 for values 
of ~ ~ 0 sufficiently small, that if ~(v) changes its sign when v = 0 is crossed then g undergoes 
a fold bifurcation; on the contrary, if its sign does not change then one of the situations which 
occurred on one side of # = 0 for the fold bifurcation, occurs on both sides. 
When a family verifies (DF1), also the changes in the condition associated to the derivatives 
with respect to the parameter can provide a variety of different situations depending on the 
nonzero such derivatives. But, if g : R x R --~ R is induced by a family f which satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 2.2, by means of a function ~ such that q0(v) ~ 0 for values of v ~ 0 
sufficiently small, then we have local structural stability with respect to the appearance and 
stability of fixed points, as one can deduce from the correspondence b tween the maps of both 
families. 
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2.2.  Degenerated  Transcr i t i ca l  B i fu rcat ion  
As in the above case, in [2], the sufficient conditions to the standard transcritical bifurcation 
occurs, are generalized, and renamed nondegenerated conditions of higher degree. So, the following 
theorem is obtained. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that a one-parameter family f : R x R -* R of  C 2n maps has the fixed 
point x0 = 0 for all #, and let fx(O, O) = 1. 
Assume that the following nondegenerated conditions are satisfied: 
(T1) fzz(O,O) = fzxx(O,O) . . . . .  fx2.-, (O, O) = O, fxz.(O,O) # O, and 
(T2) fz~(0,0) # 0. 
Then the family undergoes a transcritical bifurcation. 
Now, the following question arises. What happens if any of these nondegenerated conditions 
changes? 
First of all, we must observe that the change in the (T1) condition provides us a family with 
a pitchfork bifurcation. Hence, we only analyze the change in (T2). 
When Condition (T2) concerning the derivatives with respect o the parameter fails, a proof 
similar to that made for the above theorem does not work, since we cannot apply the Implicit 
Function Theorem in the same way. However, one can easily prove that for particular families 
like 
f (x ,  #) = x i ~2mTlx -~ x 2n, m > O, n > 1, m, n E Z, 
a transcritical bifurcation also appears, and for others like 
f (x ,  #) = x + #2m+2x ± x 2n, m _> 0, n_>l ,  m, nEZ,  
X 
f(x, #) = x + ~:m+2x + x 2n 
X 
\ 
\ 
\ 
J 
J 
/ 
/ 
/ 
f (X ,  ~)  ~- X -- p,2m'i-2X n u X 2n 
# 
X 
f(x, ~) = X -~- ]A2vn~-2X -- •2n 
X 
/ \  
/ \ 
/ \ 
J 
J 
f (X ,~)=X --  ~2m+2 x _ X2n 
# 
Figure 2. 
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one of the situations, which occurred on one side of # -- 0 for the transcritical bifurcation, now 
occurs on both sides, giving four different bifurcation diagrams (see Figure 2), where, as before, 
we have supposed that n > m + 1. 
REMARK 2.3. More generally, as in the foid case, if we suppose that a family g : R x R --* R is 
induced by a family f which undergoes a transcritical bifurcation, by means of a function ~o, such 
that ~(v) ¢ 0 for values of v ¢ 0 sufficiently small, then, because of the correspondence b tween 
maps of the family g with maps of the family f for small values of the parameter, one can deduce 
that if ~(~) changes its sign when ~ -- 0 is crossed, then g undergoes a transcritical bifurcation; 
on the contrary, if its sign does not change then one of the situations which occurred on one side 
of # = 0 for the transcritical bifurcation, occurs on both sides. 
REMARK 2.4. Observe that the change in both nondegenerated conditions corresponds to the 
change in the second nondegenerated condition of the pitchfork theorem. 
2.3. Degenerated  P i tchfork  B i furcat ion 
We are going to study analogous ituations to the other two cases, based on the following 
result. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose that a one-parameter family f : R x R--*R of C 2n+1 maps is an odd 
function of x, and let fx(O, O) = 1. 
Assume that the following nondegenerated conditions are satisfied: 
(P1) fxxx(0, 0) . . . . .  fx2,,-1 (0, 0) = 0, fz2,+l (0, 0) # 0, and 
(P2) fz,(O, O) # O. 
Then the family undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation. 
When we study the pitchfork bifurcation in the literature, one of the natural imposed conditions 
to the function is to be odd with respect o x. However, it is not necessarily, and it is easy to prove 
that this condition can be replaced for the condition of being zero all the even derivatives, with 
respect o x evaluated at the origin, before the first nonzero odd derivative. So, if we consider the 
mentioned nondegenerated conditions, we could never do the change in the first nondegenerated 
condition, because all the even derivatives with respect o x evaluated at the origin would be 
zero, but if we suppress that the map must be odd, then that change provides us a family with 
a transcritical bifurcation. 
As in the transcritical case, when Condition (P2) concerning the derivatives with respect o the 
parameter fails, a proof similar to that made for the previous theorem does not work, although 
one can easily prove that for particular families like 
f (X ,#)=X±#2m+lx±x 2n+1, m>_0, n>l ,  m, nEZ,  
a pitchfork bifurcation appears, while for others like 
f (X ,#)=X±#2m+2x±x 2n+1, m>0,  n>l ,  m, nEZ,  
one of the situations, which occurred on one side of # = 0 for the pitchfork bifurcation, now 
occurs on both sides, giving the four bifurcation diagrams hown in Figure 3, where we have 
supposed that 2n + 1 > 2m + 2. The qualitative behavior of the family in the other case is 
similar. 
REMARK 2.5. As in the previous cases, one can obtain similar results for families induced by one 
which satisfies the conditions mentioned in the above theorem, by means of a function ~, such 
that ~(v) ¢ 0 for values of v ¢ 0 sufficiently small. 
REMARK 2.6. Once more, we observe that the change in both nondegenerated conditions corre- 
sponds to the change in the second one of the transcritical theorem. 
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X 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
f (x , /~)  = • -~- ~2rn'l'2X "]- X 2n'{-1 
X 
x 
- # 
y(z, t~) = z + ~2,~+2:~ _ z2,~+1 
X 
\ 
/ 
J 
J 
/ 
J 
/ 
/ 
L 
\ 
\ 
/ 
# # 
f (x , /~)  = Z - -  /~2rnq '2X  + X 2n 'b l  f (x ,  ~)  = X - -  /~2rnq-2X - -  X 2n+l  
Figure 3. 
3. AN E IGENVALUE EQUAL TO -1  
As before, sometimes a new kind of bifurcation will occur if we change some of the nondegen- 
erated conditions which appear in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that a one-parameter family f : R x R -* R of  C 2n+l  maps has at 
#0 = 0 the fixed point Zo = O, and let fx(0,0) = -1.  
Assume that the following nondegenerated conditions are satisfied: 
(FD1) (/2)zxz(0,0) = (f2)z4(0,0) . . . . .  (f2)z2. (0, 0) = 0, (f2)~2,~+1(0,0) ¢ 0, and 
(PD2) fx~(0,0) ¢ 0. 
Then the family undergoes a flip or period-doubling bifurcation. 
The main phenomenon will be the appearance of one orbit of period two. 
3.1 .  Degenerated  Per iod  Doub l ing  B i fu rcat ion  
First of all, we must say that the change in the nondegenerated Condition (PD1), lead us to a 
contradiction. To prove it, we will outline the same sketch as in the proof of the nondegenerated 
case. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(DPD1) (f2)xxx(0,0) = (f2)x4(0,0) . . . . .  (f2)z2..+, (0, 0) = 0, (f2).2,.+2(0,0) # 0, and 
(PD2) fx,(0,0)  ~t 0, 
and look for a contradiction. As in the other cases, consider the function f (x ,  #) - x. Thanks to 
f~(0, 0) = -1 ,  the Implicit Function Theorem give the existence of a unique C 2n+2 curve x(#) 
which verify z(0) = 0 and f(x( lz) ,  #) - x(#) = O. 
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One can perform a coordinate shift, placing these fixed points at the origin. Therefore, we 
can assume, without loss of generality that x = 0 is the fixed point of the system for parameter 
values sufficiently small. Then f(0, #) = 0 and consequently f~(0, #) = 0. 
When fx~(0, 0) < 0 and fx(0, 0) = -1 ,  one can deduce that for # < 0, the fixed points are 
stable, and for #u > 0, the fixed points are unstable. 
To find the period-two points, let h(x, #) = f2(x,  #) - x. Then it is not difficult that 
h(0,0) = hx(0,0) = hxx(0,0) = hx2,,+l(O,O) = (f2)x2.+l (0,0) = 0, 
hx2.+2 (0, O) = (f2)x2.+,, (0, O) -fi O. 
Now factor out the fixed points by h(x, #) = (x -x (#) )g(x ,  #). Thus, we obtain a new function g 
which verify 
g(0 ,0)  = gx(0 ,0 )  = gx (0,0) = 0) = o, 
1 
g 2,,+1 (0, 0) -- 2n + 2 hx2"+2 (0, O) # O, 
and 
gA0, 0) # 0. 
Therefore, g is a function like the one in the degenerated fold bifurcation theorem. So, there 
exists a unique C 2n+1 curve #(x) with #(0) = 0 and g(x, p(x))  = O. In this case, the curve has 
neither a minimum nor a maximum in x -- 0. Then we have a fixed point of f2 for each value 
of #. But this point must be a period-two point of the original f ,  and consequently, for each value 
of #, would have to appear two fixed points of f2. Hence, the conclusion is a contradiction and 
it means a very curious thing: when the derivative of f2 of order 2n + 1 is zero in (x, #) = (0, 0), 
then the derivative of order 2n + 2 is zero at this point, too. In fact, we have proved directly 
that if (f2)xzz(O,O) = 0, then (f2)z4 (0, 0) ---- 0, and in this situation if (f2)xs (0, 0) = 0, then 
(f2)x6(0, 0) = 0, but is difficult to prove this fact directly by induction. 
As in the cases of presence of an eigenvalue qual to 1, when Condition (PD2) fails the de- 
scription of the corresponding behavior is more involved. But, in particular cases like 
f (x ,#)=-x : l :#2 'n+lx=l=x 2n+1, m>0,  n_>l ,  m, nEZ 
one can see that the family undergoes a flip or period doubling bifurcation, while for 
f(x,/~) = -x=l=#2m+2x=t=x2n+l, m >_O, n > l, m, n E Z 
one of the situations which occurred on one side of # = 0 for the flip or period doubling bifurcation, 
occurs on both sides, and the different bifurcation diagrams can be seen in Figure 4, where we 
have assume that 2n + 1 > 2m + 2, being the behavior of the family similar in the other case. 
REMARK 3.1. As in all the previous cases, more general results are obtained for a family g 
induced by other family f which verifies the conditions of the above theorem, by means of a 
function ~, such that ~o(v) ¢ 0 for values of v ~ 0 sufficiently small. Concretely, if ~o(v) changes 
its sign when v -- 0 is crossed, then g undergoes a flip or period doubling bifurcation; on the 
contrary, if its sign does not change then one of the situations which occurred on one side of 
# = 0 for the flip or period doubling bifurcation, occurs on both sides. 
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X 
\ / 
\ / 
/ \ 
/ \ 
f (x, / .z)  = -x  + #2m+2X -- 3: 2n+l  
X 
X 
# 
f (x , /~)  = --X Jr" p,2m+2x J¢- 3g 2n+1 
X 
# 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
f 
f (x ,  #) = -x  - -  122m- l -2X  - -  X 2n ' l -1  
F igure 4. 
f(x,/~) = --x - -  #2m' l -2X  "-}- X 2"+1 
4. A PA IR  OF E IGENVALUES OF MODULUS 1: 
THE DEGENERATED HOPF-NE IMARK-SACKER B IFURCATION 
We will explain, in this case, a more general result, based on the change of the Hopf condition 
obtained in the following theorem (see [2]). 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that a one-parameter family of two-dimensional C 2p+4 maps f : R 2 x R 
R 2, has the fixed point xo = (0, 0) for a / /# sut~ciently near zero and that Dzf(O, #) has two 
nonreal eigenvalues A(#) and A(#) such that, at # = O, we have I~(O)l = I~(O)1 = 1. 
Assume that the following nondegenerated conditions are satisfied: 
1. A = A(0) is not an m th root of unity for m = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  (2p+2) (Nortresonance Condition). 
2. dd-~ (O ) > 0 (Hopf Condition). 
Then there is a smooth p-dependent change of coordinates bringing f into the form 
p 
:(X,~t) '~ g (Z ,Z ,~t)  ---- )~(~t)Z "4- E C2rn+l (~)Zrn+lz -m "4- O (Iz12~+=), 
m=l  
z E C, # E R, 
and there are a3, as , . . . ,  a2v+ l, b2, b4, . . . ,  b2p, ¢o, ¢1 such that, in polar coordinates is 
p 
g(r, e; ~,) = (1 + ~,),- - Z "~+~"~"+1 + o (~,r ~ + ~,~r +,-2"+~), 
rn=l  
O -{- (~° -}- ~)l[~ "]- ~ b2mT2m -~- O ("2 -~" l~r2 -~- r2p+l)  
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Moreover, ff some of the coetticients a2m+ 1 are not zero and a2q+ 1 is the ~t  one o[ them, then 
• /1 e a2q+l > 0 ~ f(x,~t) presents an attracting invariant circle for all sutticiently small 
positive #, and 
• //" a2q+l < 0 ;- f (x ,#)  presents a repelling invariant circle for a// sutticiently small 
negative #. 
As in the preceding cases, when the condition relative to the parameter, i.e., the Hopf condition, 
fails, the situation can be more complex. But, as before, for some families with a particular 
amplitude quation (in the polar coordinates) like 
(I ± D2n+l ) r  - a2q+l r2q+l 
the appearance of an invariant circle still persists, while for those like 
(I ± ft2n)r - a2q+l r2q+l, 
one of the situations which occurred on one side of p = 0 for the Hopf-Neimark-Sacker bifurcation, 
occurs now on both sides as we reflect in the bifurcation diagrams of Figure 5. 
(1 - #2n )r - a2q+ l r2q+ l
/ 
a2qJcl > 0 
(1 + 1~2n)r - a2q+lr 2q+1 
(1 + ~2n) r  -- ~2q+lr  2q+1 
a2q+l < 0 
Figure 5. 
(1 - ~2n) r  - a2q+lr 2q÷1 
768 F. BALIBREA AND J. C. VALVERDE 
REMARK 4.1. Again, more general results are obtained for a family g induced by other family f 
which verifies the conditions of the previous theorem, by means of a function qo, such that qo(v) ~t 0 
for values of v ~t 0 sufficiently small. Effectively, if qo(v) changes its sign when v = 0 is crossed, 
then g undergoes a Hopf-Neimavk-Sacker bifurcation, while if its sign does not change then one 
of the situations which occurred on one side of # = 0 for the this bifurcation, occurs on both 
sides. 
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